This is a case study on individual reclamation in Kanagawa-shuku, aimed at understanding of the character of waterfront life and construction around coastline in the early modern period. The living space in Kanagawa-shuku has three-layered elements; firm land, new ground reclaimed from the sea and the sea by the coastline. People have been making the ground around the coastline gradually with the intention to use the waterside spaciously. At the same time, the ground around the coastline grew naturally with deposition and it was often washed away by storm or wild wave. The coastline had changed both naturally and artificially. It indicates that waterside development in the early modern period was strongly limited by natural condition and people made the most of the ground growing naturally, in order to improve their living space.
This is a case study on individual reclamation in Kanagawa-shuku, aimed at understanding of the character of waterfront life and construction around coastline in the early modern period. This study refers two registers made in the middle of nineteenth century. One register records grounds reclaimed from the sea and the other records estates on the sea. This study presents a drawing of the reclaimed grounds and estates on the sea on the map of modern period and clarifies the type of occupations of the proprietors of these estates.
Both of the reclaimed grounds and the estates on the sea were recorded individually as additional estates attached to old ones which had been recorded in the end of seventeenth century. These two registers show that the living space in Kanagawa-shuku had three-layered elements; firm land, newly reclaimed ground and the sea by the coastline. People had these elements irrespectively of type of occupations.
This thesis gives two concrete examples of waterfront space of Kanagawa-shuku in the nineteenth century. One is a space possessed by the port managers. Their new grounds were large on the whole, and they were using these grounds for building warehouses and unloading space from ships. The other example is a space possessed by the inn keepers. Kanagawa-shuku was known as a picturesque place with a seascape. In the waterfront space, they made guest rooms and gardens commanding a view of the sea. Both of them had been trying to make the ground around the coastline with the intention to use the waterside spaciously as a space for the port managing or a scenic (2015 年 2 月 10 日原稿受理，2015 年 7 月 28 日採用決定)
